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The same amount of natural gas was used to heat each jar of water, but the gas water heater heated 200% more.

Water heated electrically.

Water heated with gas.

KEN TURNER
PHARMACY
North Side Of Square
Ph. 469-7306 Carthage, Tex.

CARTHAGE DRUG
111 N. St., Mary St.
Ph. 469-8491 Carthage, Tex.

Outstanding
Special Buy
100% Textured
Poly Pongee
"Impressa"

New Spring 100%
Polyester
Double Knits

Regular
3yd. Yard 2.99 yd.

Dress Shirts

Ladies Coordinate Shells
Solid White Or Assorted Solids
Colors
Regular 488

$6.88 Pair

The incredibly Comfortable Shoe You Have Been Hearing About
(Exactly As Shown)

The Incredibly Comfortable Shoe You Have Been Hearing About
(Exactly As Shown)
Sign It!

The current focus on over-reliance and stagnation on the Panama Canal in the view of Panama Watchman's editor, the situation is dire and urgent. The canal is losing its importance, and action must be taken to ensure its future viability. The article calls for a solution to this issue and makes a strong argument for the necessity of change.

OPINION * FEATURES

Editorials

The Work Ethic

This article discusses the importance of work ethic in a modern society. It highlights the role of hard work, discipline, and perseverance in achieving success. The piece emphasizes the need for individuals to cultivate strong work habits and presents examples of individuals who have succeeded through their dedication.

SENSE THE NEWS

Panama Resolution

The article details the political events surrounding the Panama Resolution, providing insights into the context and implications of the resolution. It includes quotes from various sources and discusses the decision-making process behind the resolution.

Wrong Track

This editorial analyzes the consequences of making the wrong political decisions. It argues that such decisions can lead to negative outcomes and calls for a shift towards more informed and strategic choices.

Out Of The Past

From the files of...

This section features a historical piece, likely discussing a past event or figure of significance. The article provides context and analysis, offering modern readers an opportunity to learn from historical events.

Wright Airplane

The Wright brothers' invention of the airplane revolutionized transportation and opened up new possibilities for exploration. This article delves into the details of their achievement and its impact on the world.

Dollar Flight

A detailed analysis of the historical significance of the dollar flight, exploring its economic and political implications. The article discusses the reasons behind the phenomenon and its long-term effects.

CARLISLE LOCKER PLANT

SAYS

FILL YOUR FREEZER

ALBERT BORDEAULS - DAVID BUSH WILL APPROACH ALL BEEF BY INDIVIDUALS, MERCHANTS, AND BUSINESSES AT THE CARLISLE CO. JUNIOR LIVESTOCK SHOW AT A DISCOUNT:

CARTERGEN LOCKER PLANT WILL Slaughter BEEF BOUGHT BY GROCERIES AND WHOLESALE OUTLETS FOR JUST "10"
A BRAND NEW TIRE...NOT ABLEM!
Here's Tire Quality Designed To Meet Inflation Head-On

$15.50

All-Weather 78

The new tire you can look forward to. The tire you can pay for and live with. Have you noticed the difference in price? Where is the expense? First, your tire cost will be significantly lower. The new tire is designed to meet inflation. You won't have to pay for the extra costs associated with the old tire. The new tire is designed to be a better value.

CARTNAGE DRUG IS CUTTING PRICES DURING SUPER VALUE DAYS!

CARTNAGE DRUG

Drama Department Plans Play Saturday

Tatum Announces Honor Roll List

A little simple arithmetic about a Math major.
Unbeatable produce

Unbeatable meats

Unbeatable frozen foods

All quantities limit 6.

Save 20c

The Best for Less

Brookshire's Bros.